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LiteracyLiteracyLiteracyLiteracy    
NonNonNonNon----Chrionological ReportsChrionological ReportsChrionological ReportsChrionological Reports    

Aliens Have Visited!Aliens Have Visited!Aliens Have Visited!Aliens Have Visited!    
Reading around planets, Reading around planets, Reading around planets, Reading around planets, 

habitats and adaptation to create habitats and adaptation to create habitats and adaptation to create habitats and adaptation to create 
our own reports on how an alien our own reports on how an alien our own reports on how an alien our own reports on how an alien 

is adapted to its planet.is adapted to its planet.is adapted to its planet.is adapted to its planet.    
    

Stories from Imaginary WorldsStories from Imaginary WorldsStories from Imaginary WorldsStories from Imaginary Worlds    
Using texts including: Using texts including: Using texts including: Using texts including:     

Leon, and the Space Between, Leon, and the Space Between, Leon, and the Space Between, Leon, and the Space Between, 
Narnia and The Invention of Narnia and The Invention of Narnia and The Invention of Narnia and The Invention of 
Hugo Cabret, we will explore Hugo Cabret, we will explore Hugo Cabret, we will explore Hugo Cabret, we will explore 
features of this text type and features of this text type and features of this text type and features of this text type and 

write our own!write our own!write our own!write our own!    
        

ScienceScienceScienceScience    
Living Things and Their EnvironmentLiving Things and Their EnvironmentLiving Things and Their EnvironmentLiving Things and Their Environment    
Habitats of animals incluHabitats of animals incluHabitats of animals incluHabitats of animals including: woodland, ding: woodland, ding: woodland, ding: woodland, 
sea and shore, wetland, garden/domestic, sea and shore, wetland, garden/domestic, sea and shore, wetland, garden/domestic, sea and shore, wetland, garden/domestic, 
pond, arctic, pond, arctic, pond, arctic, pond, arctic,     
    
Planets as Habitats Planets as Habitats Planets as Habitats Planets as Habitats ––––    air, terrain, weather, air, terrain, weather, air, terrain, weather, air, terrain, weather, 
temperaturetemperaturetemperaturetemperature    
    
Adaptation Adaptation Adaptation Adaptation ––––    how animals adapt to their how animals adapt to their how animals adapt to their how animals adapt to their 
environment including how species can environment including how species can environment including how species can environment including how species can 
differ (including ourselves)differ (including ourselves)differ (including ourselves)differ (including ourselves)    
 
Food Chains Food Chains Food Chains Food Chains ––––    prepreprepredators and preydators and preydators and preydators and prey    
    
Classification of plants and animalsClassification of plants and animalsClassification of plants and animalsClassification of plants and animals    

ArtArtArtArt    
We shall be loWe shall be loWe shall be loWe shall be looking at oking at oking at oking at 

portraits in the stportraits in the stportraits in the stportraits in the stylylylyle of the e of the e of the e of the 
images from Leon animages from Leon animages from Leon animages from Leon and The d The d The d The 

Place BetweenPlace BetweenPlace BetweenPlace Between    
aaaas well as creating some s well as creating some s well as creating some s well as creating some 
fantasy world moths!fantasy world moths!fantasy world moths!fantasy world moths!    

    

PSHEPSHEPSHEPSHE    
Celebrating differencesCelebrating differencesCelebrating differencesCelebrating differences    

 
Looking at how we are different.Looking at how we are different.Looking at how we are different.Looking at how we are different.    
    
Don’t judge a book by its coverDon’t judge a book by its coverDon’t judge a book by its coverDon’t judge a book by its cover    
    
Celebrating differencesCelebrating differencesCelebrating differencesCelebrating differences    

MathsMathsMathsMaths    
• TTTTime ime ime ime ––––analogue clocks and 24hour clock.analogue clocks and 24hour clock.analogue clocks and 24hour clock.analogue clocks and 24hour clock.    
• Multiplication and division Multiplication and division Multiplication and division Multiplication and division ----    both mental both mental both mental both mental 
and formand formand formand formal written al written al written al written  

• Estimating and comparing length Estimating and comparing length Estimating and comparing length Estimating and comparing length 
including perimeterincluding perimeterincluding perimeterincluding perimeter    

• Converting between different units of Converting between different units of Converting between different units of Converting between different units of 
measure.measure.measure.measure.    

• Interpreting and presenting data and Interpreting and presenting data and Interpreting and presenting data and Interpreting and presenting data and 
solving problems related to data.solving problems related to data.solving problems related to data.solving problems related to data.    

 


